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We discuss axially symmetric time-dependent Hartree-Fock calculations using a finite-range modification of the 
Skyrme energy functional. The finite-difference forms of the coordinate-space time-dependent Hartree-Fock 
equations, the method of time evolution, and other numerical aspects are presented. Detailed results for 84Kr-
induced deep-inelastic collisions with 208Pb at E 1,b = 494 MeV and with 209Bi at E 1,b = 600 MeV and 714 MeV are 
compared with experiment. 
~UCLEAR REACTIONS 84Kr + 208Pb at Elab =494 MeV and 84Kr + 209Bi at E1ab ~ =600 and 714 MeV, in the time-dependent Hartree-Fock approximation. Strong-
y damped collisions. Details of Skyrme force calculations with axial symmetry. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) calcula-
tions are an attempt to microscopically describe 
the dynamics of large nuclear systems, e.g., 
heavy-ion collisions and fission. Their fundamen-
tal physical assumption is that the well-established 
independent particle behavior for near-equilibrium 
nuclear states persists to highly nonequilibrium 
situations if the excitation energy per nucleon is 
less than several MeV. While this assumption is 
a priori plausible, it can only be tested and refined 
by a systematic comparison between the results of 
realistic TDHF calculations and experimental data. 
This paper describes several of the steps we have 
taken toward achieving this objective. 
Following the first schematic applications of 
TDHF to large amplitude nuclear dynamics, 1-4 
a sequence of calculations has appeared5-34 in 
which the geometrical and isospin symmetries of 
the determinantal wave function have been pro-
gressively relaxed and the effective interaction 
steadily improved. Calculations are now available 
which include one or more of the following: a 
nonlocal mean field (Refs. 8, 9, 14,18-20, 23, 25, 
26, 28, 29, 33, 34), a finite-range effective interac-
tion (Refs. 6-9,11-15,18-23, 25-34), the differ-
ence between neutrons and protons (Refs. 8, 9, 14, 
18-20, 22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29, 33, 34), the pairing 
force (Refs. 18, 21, 27, 30-32), mass asymmetry 
(Refs. 7, 8, 10, 19, 22, 23, 26, 28-34), and a com-
plete (Refs. 5,10-13,15,17,21,24,27,30-32), [or 
nearly complete (Refs. 15-17,23,24,29,33,34)] 
three-dimensional geometry. A number of differ-
ent physical situations have been studied: fis-
sion,18 heavy-ion fusion (Refs. 6, 7, 11, 12, 14, 19, 
22, 23, 25, 26, 29, 31, 33, 34), and deep-inelastic 
heavy-ion collisions (Refs. 5-11,13,15-17, 
23 
19-21,24,25,27-30,32, 33), with varying degrees 
of qualitative and even quantitative success. How-
ever, the complexity of these calculations often 
makes difficult (or occasionally precludes) any 
systematic study of the dependence of the results 
upon initial conditions or the effective interaction 
used. 
We have two goals in the present work. First, 
over the last three years we have developed a 
computational technology for solving the TDHF 
equations in an axially symmetric geometry using 
coordinate space finite difference methods. These 
methods, which grew out of earlier, simpler cal-
culations/•6•7•13 use a finite-range modifica-
tion1•18•35 of a Skyrme-type effective interaction36 
and can treat a nonlocal mean field, .neutron-pro-
ton asymmetries, and mass-asymmetric systems. 
Although a number of studies based on these more 
sophisticated codes have been completed (Refs. 
8, 9, 14,18-20,22,23, 25, 26, 28), a detailed exposi-
tion of their methods and our experience in their 
use does not exist. Such an exposition, contained 
in this paper, seems particularly appropriate at 
the present time in view of the widespread use of 
these codes and the potential use of these or re-
lated methods in the application of mean-field the-
ories37'""1 to nuclear42 and atomic43•44 problems. 
Our second goal in writing this work is to pre-
sent some systematic results for 84Kr-induced re-
actions on 208Pb and 209Bi at three different bom-
barding energies (E1ab = 494, 600, and 714 MeV). 
Some results at the two lower energies have been 
published previously. 8 For these three systems, 
we calculate the scattering angle, kinetic energy, 
charge, mass, and mass dispersion of the pro-
ducts as functions of the initial angular momentum 
and compare our results with both available ex-
perimental data45•46 and phenomenological expec-
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tations. 47 The influence of some of the micro-
scopic aspects of TDHF on the experimental ob-
servables is also discussed. 
The philosophy and formalism of the TDHF 
method has been discussed in several arti-
cles/•48-50 to which we refer the interested reader 
for background to the present paper. The exposi-
tion here concerns only the essential features of 
our particular implementation of TDHF for heavy-
ion collisions. In Sec. n we discuss the effective 
interaction used and the corresponding energy 
functional. Section lli details the spatial discreti-
zation of the energy functional, while Sec. IV gives 
the resulting finite-difference forms of the TDHF 
equations. In Sec. V we discuss the rotating frame 
approximation used to relate the axially symmetric 
geometry to three-dimensional collisions at a 
nonzero impact parameter. Section VI contains 
other details of the calculation such as initial 
conditions, the extraction of final-state quantities, 
and the parameters of the space-time mesh. Our 
results for the Kr-induced collisions are pre-
sented in Sec. VIL 
II. THE ENERGY FUNCTIONAL 
Our calculations use a suitably modified Skyrme form for the nuclear interaction together with the Cou-
lomb interaction.1•18•35 • 36 The total energy function for the system, JC, is thus 
JC=JC,.+JCc' (2.1) 
where JC,. is the nuclear energy and 3Cc is the Coulomb energy. 
A. The nuclear energy 
In constructing the nuclear energy, we neglect the presumably small effects due to the spin-orbit force 
and assume a spin-saturated system, so that each spatial orbital is occupied by two nucleons, "spin-up" 
and "spin-down." Such spin effects are unlikely to significantly influence the bulk nuclear dynamics of 
interest in this paper. However, we do distinguish between neutrons and protons, as is essential for a 
realistic treatment of the N > Z systems we consider. Under these assumptions, the original Skyrme 
form of the nuclear energy, JC4 , is36•51 
JC.= / dl' { 2~ i+ jt0 [(1+ ~0 )p2 -( j +x0) ~>42]+~ (p3 -P~~>42) 
t1 + ta ( .2) ta - t1 "' ( . 2) 1 ( 3 ) 2 ( ta + 3tl) "' 2 } +-4- Pr-J +-a-~P"r"-J" +rr ta- tlp'Vp+ 32 ~P""'P". (2.2) 
The particle, kinetic energy, and current densities for each isospin species q (p for protons, n for neu-
trons) are defined as 
P,m= L: llf! .. <r>la, (2.3a) 
.. e. 
r.("r>= L: lvlf!,.(r)l2, (2.3b) 
<XE<l 
j 4(r)= L: Im[l/J!(r)Vl/J,.(r)], (2.3c) 
.. e. 
where the sums are over all occupied single-particle orbitals having isospin q. Densities without isospin 
subscripts refer to the total density (i.e.' p= p~+ p,., ;= T~+ j "' r =I~+ j,). The parameters to, Xo, ta, tu 
and t2 appearing in Eq. (2. 2) are the usual constants of the Skyrme force. 36 In our time-dependent calcula-
tions, all of the functions in Eq. (2.3) depend on timet as well as on the spatial coordinates r. However, 
for convenience of notation, we henceforth suppress the dependence on t. 
In order to simulate the effect of the finite range of the nuclear force, as well as to improve the stability 
of our finite-difference numerical calculations, we have found it convenient to replace the surface energy 
terms in (2.2) of the form p'V2p by the following sum of direct Yukawa interactions1•18• 35 : 
J _ _, e·l'r-r'll• [Vu - -, (v,- Vu)"' - _,] JCy= drdr lr-r'l!a 2 p(r)p(r )+ --2- ~p,(r)p,(r) , (2.4) 
where V1 and Vu are the strengths of the interactions between "like" and "unlike" nucleons and a is the 
range of the force. The connection between (2.4) and the p'V2p terms of (2.2) can readily be seen by a 
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Taylor series expansion of the form 
ff e·i'r-r'lta { J J } dr ar' 1 r _ r'l Ia pq(r)pq.(r') = 41Ta3 dr pq(r)pq~r)+ ~a2 ar(pq(r)v2pq.(r)+ pq.(r)v2pq(r) J +... . 
Thus, (2.4) will approximately reproduce the sur-
face terms of (2.2) if V1, v., and a are chosen to 
satisfy 
21T v ~5 = 116 (t2- 3t1) ' 
21T( V 1 - Vu)a5 = :2 (t2 + 3t1). 
(2.6a) 
(2.6b) 
In our calculations, we have chosen a to approxi-
mate the range of the G matrix in nuclear matter ,t 
so that Eqs. (2.6) determine v. and V1• The pres-
ence of the zeroth order "volume" term in (2.5) 
also requires a renormalization of the parameters 
t0 ,x0 in (2.2) to t0 ,x0 , satisfying 
H 0(1+i/2)= ~t0(1+x/2)- 21Ta3 V., 
Ho< t+ Xo) =~to<~+ Xo) + 21Ta3( v, - v.). 
(2. 7a) 
(2.7b) 
These equations may also be used to obtain new 
values of t0 and x0 when one uses the zero range 
Skyrme force (t1 = t2 = 0) plus a direct Yukawa 
interaction as in Ref. 1. 
Thus, in summary, we take the nuclear energy 
to be 
Jen= J dr{ :~ r+ Ho~1+i/1)p2 -(~+x0)~ P/] 
+~(p3-P~Pq2)+tl:t2(pr-l) (2.8) 
+ ( t2; t1 )~ (pqr q _ i/) }+ JeY. 
Our calculations presented here employ the mod-
ified interaction derived from the Skyrme II 
force/ 8•35•36 as given in Table I. With this force, 
nuclear matter saturates at a Fermi wave number 
of kF= 1.30 fm-1 (density p= 0.15 fm-3) with a bind-
ing energy per nucleon of +16.0 MeV, an incom-
pressibility coefficient of about 340 MeV, and a 
symmetry energy coefficient of 34.1 MeV. The 
binding energies and rms radii calculated with this 
force for nuclei over a wide range of the periodic 
table are in good agreement with experiment. 
However, for light systems the surface energy 
for the modified force is somewhat smaller than 
(2.5) 
that of the original Skyrme potential and some pa-
rameter readjustment may be necessary for future 
calculations. 35 
B. The Coulomb energy 
The Coulomb contribution to the energy func-
tional is taken to be 
Jec = ;re~dlrl + JC6""l, 
where the direct energy is 
(2.9) 
ldtrJ 1 2 Ja-a-' (-) 1 (-') (2 1 ) :lee = a e r r Pp r I r _ r' I Pp r , • Oa 
and the Slater approximation to the exchange en-
ergy is52 
JC6""l= -H311T)lf3e2 J ar[pp(r)]4f3. (2.10b) 
TDHF studies of light-ion systems have shown 
that the inclusion of ;re~•zJ has negligible effect on 
experimental observables.14 In the present cal-
culations for 84Kr +209Bi and 84Kr 208Pb, ;regx> is 
approximately 30 times smaller than JC6dtrl and 
fluctuates little throughout the collision. 
C. Specialization to axial symmetry 
If the nuclear system is assumed to be axially 
symmetric, it is convenient to express the TDHF 
equations in cylindrical coordinates r=(r,z,¢). 2•6 
The wave functions can then be written in the form 
(2.11) 
where lJ! .. (r, z) depends on the magnitude (but not 
the sign) of JJ. .. , the azimuthal quantum number. 
The energy functional (2.1) can be written as 
(2.12) 
where JCo contains the derivative-independent parts 
of JCn+ Jec, and JeH and :ley contain those terms in 
Jen arising from z and r derivatives, respectively. 
(:ley also contains terms due to the ¢ derivative.) 
In detail, 
TABLE I. Parameters of tbe Skyrme II and modified Skyrme II interactions (Refs. 18, 35, 36). 
-1169.9 0.34 -104.49 4.01 585.6 -27.1 9331.0 
v, 
(MeV) 
-444.85 
v. a 
(MeV) (fm) 
-863.53 0.459 79 
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(2.13a) 
(2.13b) 
and 
3Cv= Jar[2'!: (Tr+s)+tl~t2 [p(Tr+s)-jr2J 
+ e2; tl) ~ [pq(Trq+ Sq) -jr/J l (2.13c) 
For notational convenience, we have introduced 
the following "components" of the various densi-
ties: 
T,.q= 1::: IBlfia/az 12' (2.14a) 
aeq 
Trq= E la1fia/arl2, (2.14b) 
aeq 
sq= E llfia 12~-L!Ir2' (2.14c) 
aeq 
j.q= E Im(lf!~Blf!a/az), (2.14d) 
aeo 
ir.= L lm(lf!~BI/Jalar). (2.14e) QEq 
Note that because we assume equal occupation of 
pairs of orbitals having equal and opposite azi-
muthal quantum numbers, j has no azimuthal com-
ponents. 
lll. SPATIAL DISCRETIZATION OF THE ENERGY 
FUNCTIONAL 
We solve the TDHF equations by finite-differ-
ence methods on a uniform cylindrical mesh, as 
discussed in Refs. 6 and 35. This requires a dis-
crete approximation to JC in terms of the values 
of the single-particle wave functions at the mesh 
points 
r 1=(i-t)Ar, (3.1a) 
z1 =(j-1)Az, (3.1b) 
with i and j integers satisfying 1.oo i .oo N8 , li I 
.oo N z, and Ar, Az the mesh intervals. Each single-
particle wave function is then represented by its 
values on the mesh points, 
lf!0 (i,j) = 1/J,.(ri' z1), 
and is normalized to 
L 11/! .. (i,j) I2A V;= 1, 
l,J 
where the volume element is 
A V1 = 2w(i - t )(Ar)2Az. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
We also impose the boundary conditions that the 
1/Ja vanish at the mesh edges, 
1/J,.(N 8 ,j) = 1/J,.(i, ±N z) = 0. (3.5) 
To discretize JC, we define53 
g,.(i,j)=(i -W121/J .. (i,j) (3.6) 
and the following discrete approximations to the 
densities [compare (2.14)]: 
pq(i,j+ t)= t (p.(i,j)+ P4(i,j+ 1)), 
P4(i+ t, j)= t [ pq(i,j)+ p4(i+ 1,j)), 
( - 1 ") 1 Trq t+ 2.1 = (i- t)(Ar)2 
(3. 7a) 
(3. 7b) 
(3. 7c) 
(3.7d) 
X ""r lg,.(i,j) ga(i+l,j)l2 L.J i+(l/2) ~ - ~ ' 
aeq vr1 vr1c 
{3. 7e) 
( . ") 1 1 "" 21 (" ") 12 (3 7f) sq '·1 =;:z-(. 1) L.J 1-'a ga t,J , • 
I J- 2 CIEG 
j.4(i,j+ t>= r \ E Im[g!(i,j)g,.(i,j+ 1>J. 
t- 2 Az aeq 
(3. 7g) 
XL Imlg!(i,j)g .. (i+ 1,j)]. (3. 7h) 
aeo 
Using the standard lowest-order approximations 
for the derivatives, and taking care to properly 
"center" the difference formulas, Eqs. (2.13) may 
be written as 
(3.8a) 
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(3.8b) 
and 
"" { lf2 [ (. 1 •) (. •)] tl + t2 [ p(. 1 •) (. 1 •) p(. •) (. •) . 2(. 1 •)] 3Cv=.L.J~V1 -2 Trt+a1 J +SZ 1 J +-4- t+a,JTrt+a,J + t,}st,} -Jr t+a1J 
!,J m 
t2- tl ["" (• 1 •) (" 1 ") (• ") (" •) . 2(• 1 ·>]} +-8- ~Pat+ a.J Trq t+ a,} +Pat,} sq t,} -Jra f+ a,} . (3.8c) 
In Eq. (3.8a) JC~ and JC~dtr> are the discrete approx-
imations to the finite-range Yukawa and direct 
Coulomb energies, computed by the methods de-
scribed in Ref. 6. We note that more sophisti-
cated discretizations of JC are possible,11 although 
these result in a more complex time evolution. 
Since our calculations retain only two nontrivial 
spatial dimensions, storage considerations are 
not a major problem and we have chosen to use a 
relatively fine mesh and low -order discretiza-
tions. 
IV. FINITE DIFFERENCE FORM OF THE TDHF 
EQUATIONS 
Since the TDHF equations are partial differen-
tial equations in space and time, the derivation of 
difference equations suitable for numerical compu-
tation requires two nearly independent steps: a 
spatial discretization of the equations and a speci-
fication of a time-evolution algorithm. We begin 
by treating the former. 
A. Spatial discretization 
One appealing derivation of the TDHF equations 
starts from a variational principle in which an 
action functional8 is made stationary with respect 
to variations of the single-particle wave functions 
lfi,. of the trial determinant '!<.50 Thus, 
61/i!~r, t) 8 = 61/i:~'f, t) J dt (w jin :t -H lit)= o, 
(4.1) 
where His the many-body Hamiltonian. Our dis-
cretization is based on this principle and hence 
properly embodies those conservation laws (ener-
gy and norm) satisfied by the continuous equations. 
In particular, we discretize (4.1) as 
8= J dt{~~v.[~l/J:{i,j)ilf 81/1~~·j)] 
-JCo-JCH-JCV,} (4.2) 
where Jeo, JCH, and JCv are the discretizations giv-
en by (3.8). Variation of (4.2) with respect to 
lfi:(i,j) [or, equivalently, g!(i,j)] then results in 
TDHF equations of the form 
. .,.. ag,.(i,j) (H )(· .) (V: )(· .) z,. at = g,. t,J + g,. z,J • (4.3) 
The action of the "horizontal" Hamiltonian H is 
defined by 
(Hg ,.)(i,j) = B!•'(i,j)g,.(i,j+ 1) 
+ B!•'*(i,j -l)g,.(i,j -1) 
+ (B!0 '(i,j)+ th04(i,j)J g 01(i,j), (4.4) 
and the "vertical" Hamiltonian, V by 
(Vg01 )(i,j)=A!•> (i,j)g01(i+ 1,j) 
+A!•'*(i -1,j)g01(i -1,j) 
+ [A~;(i,j)+ th04(i,j)]g01(i,j). (4.5) 
In these expressions, 11 and q are the azimuthal 
and isospin quantum numbers of the orbital a. 
Note that (4.4) and (4.5) show that if B 10 ', A <o>, 
and h0 are real (as we show below), then Hand 
V are Hermitian operators, so that (4.3) implies 
a unitary evolution of g. 
The quantity haq(i,j) results from the variation 
of JCo and is given by 
haq(i,j) = t0 [(l+xof2)p(i,j)- ( t+ x0)p4(i,j)] + ~ [ p2(i,j)- P42(i,j)] + VuU~(i,j) 
+ ( v,- Vu)Uyq(i,j) + {JaP[uc(i,j)- G r3 e2pplf3(i,j)] ' (4.6) 
where UY4(i,j) and U0 (i,j) are the discrete approximations to the Yukawa and direct Coulomb potentials 
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J e-111'11" u,,(r)= dr' lf-f'l/a P.,(r'), 
U0 ('r)=e2 J dr' 11 ~ 1, 1 p,.(r'). 
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(4.7) 
(4.8) 
These are evaluated by solving, respectively, the discrete Helmholtz and Poisson equations using Gaus-
sian elimination. 6• 54 
The quantities B., arise from the variation of JCH: 
B (OI(• ')- 1f2 tl+ta {p{~;j+i)+p{i,j-j) .![ (' • .!) (' · .!)]} 11 t,J - m(Az)2 + 4 (Az)2 + 2 T Z,J+ 2 + T Z,J- 2 
(t2-t1 ) {p9(i,j+i)+p,(i,j-j) .![ (' . .!) (' · .!)]}· (4.9a) +-a- (Az)2 +a T.,t,J+a +T.,t,J-a , 
and 
B <•l(. ') l'i2 (tl + ta) [p(. . 1) Az . (. . 1)] 
" z,J =- 2m(Az)2 - 4(Az)2 t,J+ 2 + -r:::r J. z,J+ 2 
(t -t¥ r (' . 1) Az . (' . 1)] (4 9b) 
- 8( t_P" t,J+ 2 + ..r=r J • ., t,J+ 2 , • 
where, in order to avoid confusion, we have written the unit imaginary explicitly as -r:::r. Similarly, the 
A,..., are obtained from the variation of :!Cv: 
A~0.,'(i,j) = C ,...,(i,j) + D.,(i,j); (4.10a) 
A (+I(. ') i [ 1f2 (tt + t') p(. 1 ') (tf- t)l) (. 1 ·)] 
" z,J = (i2- t)l/2 - 2m(Ar)z - 4 Ar a Z+ 2•1 - 8 Ar a P., Z+ 2•1 
Ar ( i )112 [<t, + t~) . (" 1 ') <ta -tf:) · (' 1 ')~ (4 lOb) 
- ..r=f i--! 4(Ar alr Z+ 2tJ + 8(Ar 2 Jr., Z+ 2.JJ; . 
C ( . ') ~2 [ l'i2 { _t, + ta\ p(. ') (~) ( · ·>] (4.10c) 
,..., z,J = r,a 2m+ \ 4 } t,J + 8 P., z,J ; 
and 
D ( . ') l'i2 t, + t~ (. ') (t2 - t1 ) (. ') 
"z,J = m(Ar)2 +4"'"" s z,J + 8 s., t,J 
Note that the quantities h0 .,, B!01 , B!•', D.,, and A!•' are independent of ~and thus may be gen-
erated once for all ~- In contrast, C ,..., and A :.0.,' 
depend upon~ as well and must be generated sep-
arately for each azimuthal quantum number of a 
given isospin type. Thus, the various quantities 
need not be generated each time (4.3) is solved 
for a given a, but may be calculated for blocks 
of states grouped by ~and q, resulting in a sub-
stantial increase in computational speed. 
B. Time discretization 
In this subsection, we suppress all labels in-
dicating quantum numbers and the spatial charac-
(4.10d) 
terization and rewrite (4.3) as 
iii 8~~t) = (H + V)g(t) = h(t)g(t), (4.11) 
where h is an Hermitian operator. This equation 
is formally solved by 
(-4.12) 
where the unitary time evolution operator is 
U(t, t0)= Texp [-i/l'i { h(T)dT] (4.13) 
and Tis the Dyson time-ordering operator. 
To discretize in time, we define the mesh 
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t11=nAt, n= O, 1, 2, ... 
and write (4.12) in the recursive form 
g 111•11 = U(n+ 1, n)g 1111 , (4.14) 
with U(n+1,n)=U(t,.10 t,), andg1" 1=g(t,). If we 
temporarily assume h to be time independent over 
the interval [t,, t,.1 ] (see the next subsection), Eq. 
(4.13) becomes 
U(n+ 1,n)= e-lhAt/~ (4.15a) 
it:.t ( it:.t ) 2 
=1--;;-h+i --;;-h +'" .(4.15b) 
An explicit algorithm for solving (4.14) is to 
truncate the expansion in Eq. (4.15b) to represent 
the exact exponential operator (4.15a) as accu-
rately as desired. In our two-dimensional calcu-
lations in cylindrical coordinates, this method 
leads to numerical instabilities which we believe 
are associated with the coordinate singularity at 
r= 0. However, the method seems to be stable in 
Cartesian coordinates and is being successfully 
used by several groups (Refs. 11-13, 15, 23, 29, 
33, 34). 
An implicit stable algorithm for ( 4.14) is the 
Crank-Nicholson (CN) operator1 
i 
1-2li t:.th 
U= UcN= . (4.16) 
t 
1+ 21i t:.th 
which is the [1, 1) Pade approximation to the ex-
ponential. This operator is exactly unitary and 
approximates ( 4.15) through f>(t:.t) 2• However, 
since h is an Hermitian 2N 8 • N z x 2N 8 • N z band 
matrix of half bandwidth N8 + 1, the inversion in 
(4.16) is difficult to perform, and it is useful to 
consider two other approximations. 
The first of these is the Peaceman-Rachford 
(PR) method,6 •55 in which 
(4.17) 
This expression approximates the exponential time 
evolution operator in Eq. (4.15) through f>(t:.t) 2 
even if H and V do not commute. The operator is 
not unitary, but by successive applications over 
several time steps it results in almost unitary 
evolution. Since Hand V are represented by tri-
diagonal matrices [cf. (4.4) and (4.5)), the inver-
sions appearing in Eq. ( 4.17) may be performed 
very rapidly by Gaussian elimination. 54 
To solve (4.14), we evaluate in succession 
(4.18a) 
g~">= 1+ t21i H g1">, [ ( 't:.t) ]-1 (4.18b) 
g~"1 = [1- (i~)a]gJ">, (4.18c) 
and finally 
g(n+1)=[ 1+ (i~)v r g~n)' (4.18d) 
so that two explicit operations and two inversions 
are required. However, we note that56 
(4.19) 
which speeds up the calculation by eliminating the 
explicit operation ( 4.18c). 
An alternative approximation to (4.16) is the 
local one-dimensional (LOD) method, 57 in which 
(4.20a) 
or 
_ [1-(!fF)nJ [1-(!fF)vJ 
U- 1+ (i:;)n 1+ e~)v . (4.20b) 
The LOD operators are exactly unitary but, un-
like the PR operator, do not approximate the ex-
ponential operator through f>(t:.t)2 unless H and V 
commute. To solve Eq. (4.14), equations similar 
to (4.19) can be used to eliminate all explicit op-
erations. The LOD method is thus about 10-15% 
faster than PR. However, the latter appears to 
be more stable for a given At. For example, in 
TDHF studies of 160+ 4 0Ca using At= 0.0025 x 10-21 
s, the total energy is conserved to within 0.6 MeV 
for PR but varies by as much as 3. 7 MeV for LOD. 
All calculations reported here have been done with 
the PR method. 
C. Methods for constructing h 
We now consider the construction of the HF Ham-
iltonian h effecting a time step from t, to t,.1 = t, 
+At according to the methods given in the previ-
ous section. From Eq. (4.13), it is clear that h 
approximates the Hamiltonian between timet. and 
t,.1 • Since the wave functions at t,.1 are not yet 
known at t, (indeed, they depend upon h), h is 
specified only in some implicit manner. As the 
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simplest approximation (h = h 1" 1, where h 1" 1 is 
constructed from the wave function at tn) is known 
to lead to serious violation of energy conserva-
tion,1 we discuss two different prescriptions for 
generating h. 
The first prescription is essentially the double 
time stepping (Hamiltonian averaging) method de-
scribed in Appendix B of Ref. 1. We first con-
struct 
g= U (n)g(n)' 
with U 1" 1 defined by h 1" 1 and either ( 4.17) or 
(4.20). The average densities, 
f= i (/ 1" 1+ 1>, 
(4.21) 
where /= p, r, f, or s defined by Eqs. ( 3. 7) are 
then used to define h, allowing (4.14) to be solved 
for g<n•ll. 
In the second prescription, 1 g is calculated from 
Eq. (4.21) with At replaced by At/2, and the re-
• -sulting densities p, 'i', j, and s used to define h. 
As in the first method, Eq. (4.14) is then solved 
to determine g<n•ll 
Both of these methods involve solving the TDHF 
equations twice for each time step. We find that 
the second method allows the use of somewhat 
longer time steps than the first method, as pre-
dicted in Ref. 1. other ways of extrapolating the 
densities to t, + i At were also investigated, such 
as utilizing the equation of continuity or polynomi-
al extrapolation from previous time steps. These 
were not as stable as either of the two prescrip-
tions discussed above. 
V. THE ROTATING FRAME APPROXIMATION 
Our calculations assume an axial symmetry 
about the line joining the mass centers of the col-
liding ions. In order to simulate nonzero impact-
parameter collisions, we follow Refs. 2, 6, 7, 
and 13 and assume that the symmetry axis ro-
tates in space and perform our calculations in the 
body-fixed frame. The details of how this picture 
is implemented are discussed in the references 
cited. We only outline the method here. 
We add_ to the energy functional (2.1) the classi-
cal rotational energy 
:JC8 =L2/2I(p], 
where 
L=(l+ Wt 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
is the conserved total angular momentum along the 
rotation axis normal to the reaction plane, and 
the moment of inertia I [p] is a functional of the 
density. The single-particle potentials h0" ap-
pearing in Eq. (4.6) must then be redefined as 
h h 1 2oi(p] 
Oq- Oq-2W ~' 
where 
d(J 
W=-=LII[p] dt 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
is the rate of rotation of the symmetry axis. 
Coriolis forces are completely neglected in this 
approximation. 
At the beginning of the collision, when the ions 
are far apart, the moment of inertia is assumed 
to be that of two point masses 
l[p] = JI.R2 , Pm18(t)< Pc, (5.5) 
where 1.1. is the ion-ion reduced mass and 
2'1r J•mtn 1 1 I.. ) R= AL ... dz z -Zmtn 0 rdrp(r,z 
2w J.. f .. +A tizlz-zmtal rdrp(r,z) 
R •mtD O 
(5.6) 
is the separation distance between the two ions. 
In this expression, zmtn is the location of the 
minimum density Pmta along the symmetry axis 
between the two ions, and is used to divide the 
system into two parts (left and right) of masses 
AL andA8 
J:rmtn f .. AL= 2w dz rdr p(r,z), 
... 0 
(5.7a) 
A 8 =A-AL= J .. dz f .. rdrp(r,z). 
•mtn ° 
(5. 7b) 
Note that the dividing plane z = zmta is defined un-
ambiguously only when the two ions are well sep-
arated (at the beginning or end of a collision). The 
constant Pc in Eq. (5. 5) is the "clutching" density, 
which we take to be equal to !p0 =0.0725 fm"\ 
one-half the saturation density of nuclear matter. 
When Pm18(t) exceeds Pc• the nuclei are assumed 
to have clutched and the moment of intertia is 
taken to be that of a rigid body 
(5.8) 
Pmtn(t) ~ Pc , 
and we work in a coordinate system where the 
overall center of mass is at z = 0. 
The prescription outlined above corresponds to 
method R2 of Ref. 13, where it and a number of 
other rotating frame approximations were com-
pared in detail with results from fully three-di-
mensional calculations. Of particular significance 
was a study of 40Ca+ 40Ca, in which the relative 
velocity above the Coulomb barrier was chosen to 
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be approximately equal to that of 84Kr + 209Bi at 
E1ab=600 MeV, one of the systems studied in this 
paper. In this case, the method we use was found 
to give the best overall reproduction of the three-
dimensional results.13 It should also be mentioned 
that some calculations have demonstrated that our 
results for 84Kr+ 209Bi at E 1ab= 600 MeV are insen-
sitive to increases in Pc from 0.0725 fm-3 to 
0.1100 fm-3• 
VI. OTHER CALCULATIONAL DETAILS 
A. The fJlling approximation 
For TDHF calculations involving a deformed 
target or projectile, there is a substantial ambig-
uity involving the initial orientation of the ions. 
The correct way to resolve this would be to per-
form a suitable average over all such orienta-
tions. However, because such orientation effects 
are expected to be small in the violent collisions 
we consider, and because such averaging would 
involve substantially more computing effort, we 
have employed a filling approximation which uni-
formly distributes valence nucleons over unfilled 
shells in the target or projectile and results in 
spherical ions before the collision. Indeed, this 
may be viewed as a kind of crude orientation av-
eraging. We therefore generalize Eqs. (2.3) to 
read 
(6.1) 
and similarly for T and j. The time-independent 
occupation factors n,. are taken to be unity for the 
filled shells and fractional values for the occu-
pied levels of the unfilled shells. It should be em-
phasized that since the n01 are not all zero or 
unity, the many-body wave function cannot be ex-
pressed as a single Slater determinant, and there-
fore we do not perform true Hartree-Fock or 
TDHF calculations. However, once we define the 
single-particle densities by Eq. (6.1), the entire 
TDHF evolution scheme is still applicable, and 
we regard the filling approximation as only a 
slight generalization of the ordinary theory. 
Table II summarizes the filling approximation 
as applied to the static Hartree-Fock calculations 
of the initial spherical nuclei needed for our cal-
culations. These occupation factors remain time 
independent in the dynamical calculation. 
B. The initial conditions 
The wave function at time t = 0 must be chosen 
to represent an impending collision between the 
target and projectile, each in its ground state. 
To generate this wave function, we perform static 
TABLE II. Spherical filling approximation for 84Kr, 
20Bpb, and 209Bi. The occupation factors n,. are unity 
for all of the orbitals of the filled spherical shells. 
Last unfilled 
spherical 
Nucleus Isospin shell 
n"' for orbitals in the 
last shell 
84Kr protons 1p -Of 1 for the 0/ orbitals 
t for the 1p orbitals 
f for the Og orbitals 
0 for all others 
neutrons 2s-1d-Og 
208pb protons 2P -1/ -Oh fi for the Oh orbitals 
0 for all others 
neutrons 3s-2d-1g-Oi 
protons 2p -1/ -Oh 
b for the 0 i orbitals 
0 for all others 
H for the Oh orbitals 
0 for all others 
neutrons 1~3 for the Oi orbitals 3s-2d-1g-Oi 
0 for all others 
HF calculations for each ion with the same energy 
functional used in the dynamical calculations. 
This is essential to avoid unphysical oscillations 
of the nuclei before they collide. The static HF 
equations for each nucleus have been solved by 
a coordinate-space method using the Lanczos 
algorithm. 35 An alternative which should be em-
ployed in future calculations is the imaginary 
time technique, 58 which is roughly a factor of 50 
faster than the Lanczos method. In Table III we 
list the rms charge and mass radii and binding 
energies per nucleon of our static solutions for 
84Kr, 208Pb, and 209Bi. 
To construct the TDHF initial conditions, we 
place the projectile static solution on the left-hand 
side (z < 0) of the mesh and the target static solu-
tion on the right-hand side (z > 0), so that the over-
TABLE III. Calculated binding energies and rms 
radii for 84Kr, 208Pb, and 209Bi. The charge radius rc is 
obtained from rc2 =r-2 +0.64 fm2, where rp is the calcu-
lated point proton rms radius. Experimental values for 
radii (Ref. 59), when known, and binding energies (Ref. 
60) are given in parentheses. 
Nucleus 
rms charge 
radius, rc (fm) 
4.18 
5.53(5.50) 
5.55(5.51) 
rms mass 
radius, r,. (fm) 
4.17 
5.57 
5.58 
Binding 
energy per 
nucleon 
(MeV) 
8.77(8.72) 
7 .86(7 .87) 
7 .87(7 .85) 
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all center of mass is at z = 0 and the fragments 
are separated by R1n = 19 fm. The presumably 
small effects of Coulomb-induced polarization be-
fore this time are therefore neglected. The ro-
tating frame orientation 91a and relative radial 
velocity R1n are obtained by matching asymp-
totically to Rutherford trajectories61 
91n = 7r- cos-1(1/ Etn) 
-1[ -1 (1 L2 )] + cos Eta + z z 2R ' IJ L Re tn (6.2) 
and 
. (2)1/2[ ZLZRe 2 L 2 ] R = - E - ---tn jJ •· m. RID 2 IJ.Rtn 2 ' (6.3) 
where 
Eta= {1+ [ jJ~:;z:~~2]f' 2 • (6.4) 
and Z L and Z R are the projectile and target 
charges. The initial center of mass and labora-
tory energies are related by 
(6.5) 
withAL and All the projectile and target masses, 
while the initial relative momentum P=lik is giv-
en by 
(6.6) 
In the center-of-mass system, the projectile and 
target then move with velocities 
(6. 7a) 
and 
(6.7b) 
along the symmetry axis. 
To induce the initial relative motion, the projec-
tile static solutions are multiplied by the plane-
wave phase exp(ikz/AL). Similarly, the target 
wave functions are boosted by exp(-ikz/ AR). In 
the absence of an ion-ion interaction, these solu-
tions would be expected to translate uniformly at 
the proper velocity. Unfortunately, owing to our 
spatial discretization, there is an inherent un-
avoidable error in the initial center-of-mass en-
ergy.18•48 ln a single Cartesian coordinate, the 
three-point approximation to the kinetic energy is 
- 2'!:_ (D/1/I)(j)= -2m7~z)2 [1/l(j+ 1) -21/l{j)+ 1/IU -1)] 
li2 [d21/1 (Az)2 d41/1 ] 
=-a;; ciz2 +""'I2 (hi'+ .... (6.8) 
The resulting error of e(Az)2 in (¢j(-li2/2m)D/ j!JI) 
can be shown to be negative definite and so the 
calculated mesh kinetic energy is slightly smaller 
than the analytical value. We have therefore used 
an iterative procedure to slightly readjust k at t 
= 0 in order to guarantee the correct numerically 
calculated energy. For mesh spacings t::.z _,. 0.6 
fm, there is convergence in two or three itera-
tions. For additional discussion of spatial dis-
cretization errors, see Ref. 18. 
C. Calculation of imal state quantities 
At some time after a collision has occurred and 
the fragments are separating, we employ the fol-
lowing formulas to calculate several quantities 
describing the final state. 
The asymptotic center-of-mass scattering angle 
and the total fragment kinetic energy are obtained 
by matching to a pure Rutherford trajectory61 : 
9s= e,-cos-1(1/E,) 
(6.9) 
and 
(6.10) 
Here, 91 , 91, R1 , and R1 are the frame orienta-
tion, angular velocity, fragment separation, and 
fragment separation velocity at the time of match-
ing; L 1= IJ,R/01 in the final orbital angular mo-
mentum as given by our rotating frame prescrip-
tion, 
{ [ 2EtL/ 1}1/ 2 E,= 1+ IJ,(z,Lz,Re2)2j , (6.11) 
and IJ1=AILA1RIA is the final ion-ion reduced 
mass. The final fragment masses and charges are 
calculated from formulas similar to (5. 7), while 
R1 is calculated.from (5.6). The fragment sepa-
ration velocity R1 niay be calculated from R1 by 
the following simple procedure. Knowing R<n> 
= R1 and R <n-o, the values of R at t" and tn-1, we 
may construct 
R,<n-1/2>= [R<n> -Rc .... u J!t::.t' 
and realize that 
R,=R<n>,R_ [n-(1/2}] + !t::.tR[n-(1/2)] 
= R fl+(1/2)] + !t::.t.R<n>. 
( 6.12) 
(6.13a) 
(6.13b) 
However, from the Rutherford trajectory, we 
may compute 
- <n> 1 [ L/ ZILZtRe2 ] 
R = 1.1t 1.1,(R <n>)3 + (R lnS)2 • ( 6.14) 
Equations (6.13b), (6.12), and (6.14) may then be 
used to estimate k<" 1=R1, and hence E1 from 
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( 6.10). 
It is also of interest to compute the dispersions 
in the final fragment charge and mass distribu-
tions, in addition to their mean values, ZfL and 
AIL. For a single determinant, a general formu-
la for the dispersion of the number distribution of 
a given isospin type q (= p or n) in the left-hand 
fragment is1 
( 6.15) 
where the trace is with respect to all single-par-
ticle coordinates, and the "left-hand" density ma-
trix is 
p~L>(r, i") = 6(zmln- z) [:E n,.if!"'(r}I/J!(r')] 
aeo 
X 6(zmln -z'). (6.16) 
Here, 
6(x)= 1, for x>-o 0 (6.17) 
=0, forx<O 
is the unit step function and n"' is unity for all oc-
cupied single-particle orbitals in the determinant. 
From (6.15) and (6.16), it is easy to show that 
where the "left-hand" overlap integrals are 
was= 21T rmin dz f~ rdrl/!!(r)I/Ja(r}. 
-~ 0 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
For a Gaussian isospin distribution, the full width 
at half maximum is 
r.= (8ln2)112a.' (6.20) 
and the full width of the mass distribution is 
rA=(rp2+r.2)lf2. (6.21) 
It is easy to show from the basic TDHF equations 
that the r •' r A are time independent after a colli-
sion and that the widths for the right- and left-
hand fragments are equal. 
Although formulas (6.15)-(6.21) have been de-
rived assuming that p arises from a single Slater 
determinant (i.e., p2 = p), we assume that they are 
applicable in the filling approximation (Sec. VI A), 
when the n/s are noninteger. However, in the 
filling approximation at t= 0, the r. do not vanish 
(as they would for a pure determinant) and, more-
over, are different for each ion. Indeed, from 
(6.18) and (6.19), 
(6.22) 
and, for the case in which we have a uniform frac-
tional occupation f of the orbitals of the last un-
filled shell (as in Table II), we find that 
a.2 =(1-j)N', ( 6.23) 
where N' is the number of nucleons in the last 
shell. In Table IV we list the initial widths for 
the static ions used in this paper. 
The contribution to the width due to the filling 
approximation alone is an effect which persists 
throughout the entire TDHF calculation and we re-
gard it as unphysical. In an attempt to roughly 
correct for this spurious effect, we define the 
quantities 
(6.24a) 
and 
( 6. 24b) 
in which we have subtracted from the widths the 
contributions due to the initial 84Kr ion, and the 
r. are computed for the light, Kr-like fragment. 
In the next section we will also consider the 
basis-dependent quantity PKr• which is defined as 
the percentage of Kr orbitals remaining in the 
light fragment after the collision. 8 That is, ini-
tially we have a number of orbitals which are lo-
calized in the projectile; we follow them through-
out the collision, and at the end of the calculation 
we determine what fraction of them still remains 
in the scattered Kr-like ion. This quantity is a 
measure of the amount of nucleon exchange be-
tween the fragments and can be calculated explic-
itly from the expression 
P - 1 ""' n w Kr 84 L..J a a a ' 
a 
(6.25) 
where thew"'"' are given by (6.19) and the prime 
on the summation indicates that only those orbitals 
originating in the 84Kr nucleus are to be included. 
Of course, at t= 0, the w"'"' = 1 for these orbitals, 
and PKr= 1. 
D. Computation of the single-particle energies 
Although not included in the results presented 
below, the time-dependent single-particle energies 
t:~n)"' (1/J ~n) J h{n) JI/Jo:1) ( 6. 26) 
are quantities of interest for the incorporation of 
pairing18• 62 and in theories attempting to extend 
TABLE IV. Initial widths for 84Kr, 208Pb, and 209Bt. 
Nucleus rl> r. rA 
84Kr 2.72 4.96 5.66 
208pb 5.50 5.99 8.13 
209Bi 5.43 5.99 8.08 
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TDHF to include two-body collisions. 63 Although 
a straightforward evaluation of ( 6. 26) is possible, 
the complexity of h makes this method inefficient. 
Rather, since a time evolution is being performed 
anyway, we consider 
€~">"' eJn(l/71.1 = (lj!~"+ (1/ 2lljh [•+ (1/ 2)] jiJ!~+ (1/ 2lJ) ( 6. 27a) 
= (IJ!~·+(1/2)] I iii :t IIJ!~·+(1/2)])· (6.27b) 
'I' 'I' .!!!,. (IJ!!n+l) -IJ!<n>) "' ( '"cr(n+1 12+ ,/,a(n) I ·..- ) 
At '" "' • 
(6.27c) 
(6.28) 
which is quite simple to evaluate. 
E. Transparency effects and mesh shifting for nearly 
head-on collisions 
In the results presented for very heavy -ion 
scattering in the next section, the Coulomb force 
strongly dominates the collision, with the pro-
jectile-like fragment emerging on the same side 
of the mesh from which the projectile originated. 
For the energies and angular momenta studied, 
we found no fusion or any indication of orbiting, 
although fusion has been observed for higher ener-
gies and smaller angular momenta of the 84Kr 
+ 209Bi system. 26 The fusion behavior of a variety 
of systems has been investigated (Refs. 6, 7, 11, 
12,14,19,22,23,25,26,29,31,33,34). 
For light-ion scattering, as the orbital angular 
momentum is varied at fixed energy, there are 
three qualitatively distinct regimes. ( i) For very 
large L, there is pure Coulomb scattering, fol-
lowed by a rainbow region and orbiting as l de-
creases. ( ii) There is an intermediate range of 
L which usually fuses, although fusion disappears 
at sufficiently high energies. This fusion region 
may extend to L = 0 or it may terminate at a non-
zero L-value, indicating the presence of a lower 
angular momentum limit to fusion. 12• 23 (iii) If 
there is no fusion or if a lower angular momentum 
limit exists, then for the smallest L values there 
is a region of highly inelastic scattering associ-
ated with vibrational instability.10 
We will be especially concerned in this section 
with this last angular momentum region (iii). 
Early TDHF calculations were for mass-sym-
metric systems, z- 6 so that there was no way to 
determine whether the incident projectile "passes 
through" or is "reflected" from the target. This 
question can be resolved by considering a mass-
asymmetric collision. Figure 1 shows density 
I•O.Oxlo-21 a 
7.4 -----·---- ·---------====--
.......... ~· ·-·. .. . . 
~ ·:- .:::::-_:::::;:::::: .: :· .. :! :: --: 
···- ~-.:: ..:;::;.:;t:·:.: l. :.~? ~: : ! 
r!fml .. . ·-:·::.!,:::· .. ; . . ~ ' 
:'~.,~~.,~~:~"': .:~t~:~.. . 
~:;=..7 :lE:l~~: . ::. l 
0.2 ··=----·---~-----------------~ 
o m~ 
I•OJO 
0 
1•0.20 
4.0 
1•0.40 
4.0 
1•0.50 
4.0 
1•0.60 
4.0 
31.2 
35.2 
35.2 
35.2 
35.2 
z(fm) 
FIG. 1. Equidensity contours in the rotating frame at 
various times during an 160 + 4°Ca collision at Etab = 224 
MeV and l =15. The calculation was performed using 
20 mesh points in the r direction, 80 mesh points in the 
z direction, Ar =t:.z =0.40 fm, and t:.t =0.0025x 10-21 s. 
Jn each case the abscissa (z axis) lies along the line 
joining the mass centers of the projectile and target. 
The axially symmetric density is plotted as a function of 
the cylindrical coordinates z and r (ordinate). The 
times here and in other figures are in units of lo- 21 s. 
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contour plots for 160+ 4°Ca at an L value in re-
gion (iii). The 160 ion starts out on the left-hand 
side of the mesh and an 160-like fragment emerges 
on the right, implying that the projectile passes 
through the target. This is in agreement with in-
tuitive expectations based on the transparency in-
herent in the TDHF theory. 1 •48• 49• 64 
The above behavior should be contrasted with 
that observed in the region of large L, where the 
centrifugal and Coulomb repulsion do not allow 
the target and projectile to strongly interpene-
trate. The projectile then bounces off the target 
or, equivalently, the projectile fragment ends up 
on the same side of the mesh from which it 
started. This is shown in Fig. 2 for one of our 
84Kr + 209Bi collisions. 
Figure 1 illustrates a computational difficulty 
which occurs for mass-asymmetric reactions in 
region (iii). Since the projectile-like ion passes 
through to the right, there may not be sufficient 
mesh remaining to allow the collision to be com-
pleted, and the projectile-like fragment may 
bump into the right-hand boundary before scis-
sion. This problem can be solved very simply as 
follows. After the two ions have coalesced for a 
reasonably long time (so that it is clear that the 
projectile is not going to be reflected), the mesh 
is uniformly shifted to the right (so the density 
appears to be translated to the left). In Fig. 2 
10.2 
r(fml 
0.3 
t•0.35 
t•0.70 
t= 1.05 
such a shift of 4 fm was performed between t 
= 0.20 x 10-21 s and t= 0.30 x 10-21 s, after which 
there is ample room for the collision to continue. 
The interpretation of the final center-of-mass 
scattering angle 88 given by (6.9) is also compli-
cated for collisions in region (iii). Consider a 
head-on collision, which at t= 0 has 
B(projectile) = 1r, B(target) = 0, 
and after the collision has 
8(projectile) = 0, B(target) = 1r. 
From Eqs. (6.2) and (6.9), 81n=1T and since there 
is no rotation 
88 = 81 = 81n= 7T (L= 0), 
which is the final angular orientation of the target. 
Thus, we infer that in region (iii) the center-of-
mass scattering angle of the projectile-like ion is 
±(85 -rr), where 85 is calculated from Eq. (6.9). 
The choice of sign depends upon the actual physi-
cal situation. For relatively low-energy collisions 
in which the projectile is attracted as it passes 
through the target, there is a focusing effect, 
with scattering through negative angles, and the 
plus sign is applicable. However, for higher en-
ergy collisions there is a rapid accumulation of 
density as the two ions interpenetrate65 with the 
projectile experiencing a repulsive potential and 
ts1.75 
t=2.10 
t=2.45 
0 5 to fm 
FIG. 2. Equidensity contours in the rotating frame for various times during the 84Kr + 209Bi collision at Blab =714 MeV 
and l =200. The mesh parameters are specified in Sec. VI F. 
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TABLE V. Deviation of the norms from unity and variation in the total center-of-mass 
energy for various collisions. 
t:..t 
System (10-21 s) 
84Kr+ 208Pb, Elab =494 MeV 0.0110 
114Kr + 208Bi, E lab= 600 MeV 0.0055 
114Kr + 209Bi, E lab =714 MeV 0.0050 
scattering through positive angles, so that the 
negative sign is appropriate. 
F. Mesh parameters and numerical accuracy 
For our calculations of 84Kr+ 208Pb and 209Bi, 
we used N R = 20 mesh points in the r direction, 
and 80 mesh points in the z direction (N z = 40), 
with a mesh spacing Ar= Az = 0. 55 fm. These lat-
ter values were deemed adequate since detailed 
studies of 40Ca+ 40Ca indicated that increasing the 
mesh spacings from 0.40 to 0.55 fm introduced 
errors of at most 4 MeV in the final kinetic en-
ergy loss and 7° in the scattering angle. 
The stability and accuracy of calculations such 
as the present ones have been discussed in pre-
vious publications.1 •6•11•18• 26• 35 The degree to 
which the single-particle norms defined by (3.3) 
deviate from unity during a collision is a mea-
sure of unitarity, while total energy conserva-
tion indicates the stability of the time-evolution 
Typical deviation Maximum 
of the norms Total energy variation in 
from unity (MeV) the energy 
0.80% -2020.0 0.60% 
0.05% -1951.0 0.15% 
0.04% -1868.0 0.10% 
algorithm. In Table V we list the time steps used 
in our calculations, typical percentage deviations 
of the norms from unity, and the maximum varia-
tions in the total center-of-mass energy during 
the collisions. Notice that as the velocity in-
creases, one must be careful to decrease the 
time step.1 In these calculations we used 41 pro-
ton orbitals and 59 neutron orbitals. To evolve all 
of these 100 orbitals for one time step required 
approximately 17 son an IBM 360/195 computer. 
For the 84Kr(E1ab= 600 MeV)+ 209Bi collision, the 
total number of time steps varied from about 130 
for the grazing collisions to about 620 for l = 60, 
the smallest l value used. 
VII. RESULTS 
The calculations discussed here describe the 
systems 84Kr+ 208Pb at E1ab= 494 MeV, and 84Kr 
+ 209Bi at E 1ab = 600 MeV and 714 MeV, for which 
good experimental data exist.45- 47 Preliminary 
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FIG. 4. R -e trajectories for 84Kr + 208Bi at Elob =714 
MeV. Note thatEf.m. =E1 and e{m. =e. to agree with the 
quantities defined in Eqs. (6.10) and (6.9). 
results for the 494 and 600 MeV cases have been 
reported elsewhere,8 and other calculations using 
our codes have been performed (Refs. 9, 14,18-20, 
22, 23, 25, 26, 28). 
The results of a typical calculation are shown 
in Fig. 3, which is a contour plot of the mass den-
sity in the scattering plane for the the 600 MeV 
84Kr + 209Bi system at l = 140. The grazing 
angular momentum for this system corresponds to 
> 
.. 
~ 
~ 
a: 
356 
~300 
w 
u 
f= 
w 
z ;;:: 
...J § 
e 
0 
200 
60 70 80 90 110 120 
Bc.m.Cdeg) 
FIG. 5. Comparison of calculated points, labeled by 
the orbital angular momentum, with the experimental 
Wllczytiski plot from Ref. 45 for 114Kr + 208Pb at Elab 
=494 MeV. In this and the next two figures, the ordinate 
is E1 and the abscissa is ec.m. =e •• 
z- 300, so that this is a moderately central colli-
sion. Of particular interest is the fact that the 
ions distinctly retain their identity throughout the 
collision, and that the interior density is largely 
constant, with some fluctuations due to the mo-
tion of particular single-particle orbitals. As a 
result, the dinuclear system strongly resembles 
the picture invoked in the more phenomenological 
models of such reactions, i.e., independent nu-
cleons moving between two roughly flat potential 
wells connected by a neck. 66 Other features of 
interest are the near constancy of the surface dif-
fuseness throughout the collision and the compact 
shape of the system at scission, the latter being 
~ 
l? 
a: 
w 
z 
w 
84Kr + 209Bi 
u 
i=~ 
~~ 
~~ 300 
_J 
~ ~ 
e 
u 
40 50 60 
Bc.mJdegl 
70 
d2 CT 
dEdB (mb/MeV rod) 
80 
FIG. 6. Similar to Fig. 5 for 114Kr + 208Bi at Elab =600 MeV, with data from Ref. 46. We take the opportunity here to 
correct the misplotting of the Z =100 point in our previously published Fig. 2 of Ref. B. 
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FIG. 7. Similar to Fig. 5 for 84Kr + 209Bl at E 18b =714 MeV, with data from Ref. 46. 
in accord more with the predictions of one-body 
dissipation than with two-body dissipation/8• 87 
as expected from a TDHF calculation. These as-
pects are also evident for E1ab= 714 MeV at l= 200 
in the more detailed Fig. 2. It should also be re-
marked that at the moment of scission the radial 
kinetic energy ( t JJ.,k/) of the system in Fig. 3 is 
small (-15 MeV, to be compared with -90 MeV at 
the time of initial contact), indicating strong 
damping during the collision. 
In Fig. 4 we summarize the global behavior of 
the 714 MeV system by showing trajectories in 
the R-8 plane. The behavior of the other systems 
is similar. Particularly evident are the Coulomb 
dominated peripheral region and the rather sharp-
ly defined minimum radius for the more central 
collisions, although this latter may be a result of 
the inadequacy of our separation coordinate R for 
more compact shapes. It is also clear that the 
more central collisions can be described as a two-
stage process: a rapid initial approach phase with 
substantial ion-ion interaction and strong damping 
at the minimum value of R, followed by very slow 
elongation and rotation of the system. 
Figures 5-7 compare our calculated final frag-
ment kinetic energies and scattering angles with 
experimental Wilczynski plots.45-47 Although it is 
not possible to compute double differential cross 
sections with the present TDHF method, it is 
clear that the calculations qualitatively reproduce 
the overall behavior of the experimental data. In 
particular, at the two lower energies, there is the 
proper amount of damping in the correct angular 
region, with many partial waves concentrating to 
give a strong focusing in angle and energy near 
the experimental peak. For angular momenta just 
below grazing, the scattering angle is more for-
ward than Rutherford and then increases to 180° 
for smalll. In the 600-MeV system, there is also 
an inner rainbow and a pronounced fluctuation near 
B ...... = 88 = 50° arising from single-particle effects 
(see below). The behavior of the 714-MeV sys-
tem is similar to that at 600 MeV, and the much 
broader angular structure is reproduced, al-
though the calculated trajectories are a bit too far 
forward relative to the data. 
Somewhat disturbing at the small impact pa-
rameters for 600 MeV and over a broader range 
of l values at 714 MeV is the lack of sufficient en-
ergy damping. This feature, although not present 
for heavier systems, 20• 28 is also evident in calcu-
lations19 performed for 8~r+ 139La and might be 
associated with a too-compact scission shape in 
the TDHF calculations. However, the situation 
is complicated by ambiguities in the experimen-
tal data. In the 600 MeV Kr+ Bi system, the as-
sumption that the average light fragment mass is 
84 at all angles ignores the drift toward mass 
symmetry at back angles and hence results in a 
spurious decline of the back-angle ridge, which 
is known from coincidence measurements to be 
at a nearly constant kinetic energy. 46 In the Kr 
+La systems, the mass distribution for the most 
strongly damped events shows two components, 
one centered around the projectile mass and one 
around symmetry. 68 This indicates the presence 
of a fusion-fission component, not included in 
TDHF, which would tend to shift the experimental 
mass-integrated kinetic energy to lower values. 
Unambiguous data are probably needed before this 
point can be decisively settled. 
In Fig. 8, we show various final-state quantities 
as functions of impact parameter for the three 
systems we have studied. The deflection functions 
are in qualitative agreement with elementary ex-
pectations and more detailed phenomenology. 47 
The final center-of-mass fragment total kinetic 
energy E1= T ...... decreases as l decreases, with 
nonperipheral collisions resulting in damping 
down to or below the experimental Coulomb bar-
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FIG. 8. Quantitative summary of TDHF results for 
Kr-induced collisions. Plotted as functions of the initial 
orbital angular momentum are 9c.m. = 98 , the final c.m. 
scattering angle; Tc.m.= E 1 , the final c.m. total kinetic 
energy of the fragments; r, the contact time; ~A, the 
net mass change of the light fragment; r A• the cor-
rected full width at half maximum of the mass distribu-
tion; (Z /A )1 L, the final charge-to-mass ratio of the 
light fragment, and PKr, the percentage of Kr orbitals 
remaining in the light fragment after the collision. Also 
shown on the 9c.m. graph are 9coui• the Rutherford de-
flection function; ltll• the angular momentum where the 
optical-model transmission coefficients fall to ! (Refs. 
45 and 47); and e,, the peak angle in the experimental 
strongly damped angular distribution (Ref. 47). The 
Coulomb barriers indicated on the T c.m. graphs cor-
respond to point charges separated by 14.28 fm, the ex-
perimental (Ref. 47) strong-absorption radius for 84Kr 
+ 209Bi at E~ab =600 MeV. Also shown are the values of 
(Z/A) for the Kr ion and the composite system, and the 
statistical value of PKr. 
rier, independent of bombarding energy. This is, 
of course, a consequence of fragment deformation 
in the scission configuration. 26 
The contact time r is defined as the interval 
during which the minimum density along the sym-
metry axis between the fragments, Pmto• exceeds 
c 
a: 
4 
3 
24 25 26 27 
D(fm) 
FIG. 9. Trajectories in theR,-D plane for 84Kr+209Bi 
at Elab =600 MeV and for various l values. The open 
circles indicate values of R" and D at intervals of 3.3 
X 10·22 S. 
t of nuclear matter density. The contact time in-
creases strongly with decreasing l. Thus, al-
though smaller angular velocities are associated 
with the lower angular momenta, longer contact 
times cause the combined system to rotate 
through a larger angle. The fluctuations in the 
Kr+ Bi deflection functions are then naturally cor-
related with the unusually short contact times of 
these collisions. 
The deviation of the mean mass number of the 
Kr-like fragment from 84, AA=AIL -84, and the 
full width at half maximum of the fragment mass 
distribution, f A• are displayed in Fig. 8. In the 
strongly damped region at 600 MeV centered 
around a scattering angle of 50°, A1L fluctuates 
around the observed value46 of 84. At very low 
impact parameters, A1L increases significantly, 
although the calculated value of roughly 90 at 
ec.m. = 85° is of insufficient magnitude to agree 
with the experimental value of 110. The width 
r A is always an order of magnitude smaller than 
the observed value of roughly 30, and is smaller 
than the limit imposed by the use of a determin-
antal wave function. 69 
The final charge-to-mass ratio of the light frag-
ment, (Z/ A)1L, is also shown in Fig. 8. For 
peripheral collisions, it is nearly equal to that of 
the original Kr ion, but it decreases toward a 
value characteristic of the composite system with 
decreasing l. 
The quantity PKr (which measures the amount of 
single-particle interchange between the fragments) 
is unity for peripheral collisions, but decreases 
dramatically for the smaller impact parameters, 
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FIG. 10. Half-density contours in the rotating frame 
for 84Kr + 209Bi at E1ab =600 MeV and l =140, 180, and 
220. The solid contour denotes the shape corresponding 
to D"' 24.5 fm and the dashed curve represents the shape 
3.3x 1o-22 slater. The curves a, /3, A, B, a, andb 
correspond to the points labeled in Fig. 9. 
indicating substantial mixing of the orbitals in 
these collisions. For the most central collisions, 
PKr is nearly equal to the value expected if nu-
cleons were distributed statistically between the 
two nuclei. 70 
In view of this underlying single-particle mech-
anism, it is not surprising that fluctuations will 
arise in T, and hence in 68 , due to the vagaries 
of the orbitals in the neck region. To see this, 
consider, for example, the detailed evolution of 
the shape of the system. Let D be the distance 
along the symmetry axis between the half density 
points of the outer fragment surfaces and R,. be 
the half-density radius at the location of the neck, 
z = zmtn' The trajectories in the R,.-D plane shown 
in Fig. 9 imply that the stretching and scission 
motion of the system has a strong l dependence. 
The trajectories plotted correspond only to the 
elongation from the most compact shape, so that 
Dis a monotonically increasing function of time. 
For the most compact shapes, R,. systematically 
increases with decreasing l, as is expected from 
macroscopic considerations. However, at D= 25 
fm, an abrupt crossover occurs, with the neck 
radius decreasing quite suddenly for l = 180 and 
also less rapidly for 160. These trends are also 
evident in Fig. 10, which shows half-density con-
tours at time intervals of 3. 3 x 10-22 s for the 
times A, B, a, b, a, and f3 indicated on Fig. 9. 
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FIG. 11. Summary of various final-state quantities as 
functions of the contact time T. To agree with the defi-
nitions In Sec, VI, we note that rA=f'A, zl1>=z1 L, 
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These contours also display the trends in the av-
erage macroscopic shape of the system at differ-
ent angular momenta. In summary, it is not un-
likely that the fluctuations in rand 88 are due to 
a premature scission induced by a "snapping" of 
the neck. 
Various phenomenological treatments make pre-
dictions about how certain final-state quantities 
depend upon the contact time. 47 It is therefore of 
interest to consider such correlations which may 
exist in our TDHF calculations. To this end, Fig. 
11 displays f'A 2, z,LI AtL• the total fragment kin-
etic energy, and t.A as functions of r for our 
three systems. The energy loss increases mon-
otonically with r, rapidly at first and then at a 
slower rate, consistent with the behavior inferred 
from the experimental correlation between r ...... 
and the width of the fragment charge distribution. 
The rate of charge-to-mass equilibration seems 
to be independent of energy for r $ 1. 5 x 10"21 s 
but fully equilibrates to the value for the com-
bined system only at 714 MeV, probably due to 
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FIG. 1. Equidensity contours in the rotating frame at 
various times during an 160 + 40ca collision at E 1ab=224 
MeV and l = 15. The calculation was performed using 
20 mesh points in the r direction, 80 mesh points in the 
z direction, t:..r =t:..z =0.40 fm, and t:..t =0.0025x 10-21 s. 
In each case the abscissa (z axis) lies along the line 
joining the mass centers of the projectile and target. 
The axially symmetric density is plotted as a function of 
the cylindrical coordinates z and r (ordinate}. The 
times here and in other figures are in units of lo -21 s. 
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FIG. 2. Equidenslty contours in the rotating frame for various times during the 84Kr + 209Bi collision at E1ab =714 MeV 
and l =200. The mesh parameters are specified in Sec. VIF. 
